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RISK MANAGEMENT FOR
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Implemented Risk Indicators

Software Architecture

The risk management software is able to

The risk management application is designed

analysis. All risk indicators can be com-

asses the following risk indicators:
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■■

Mark-to-market

pensive jobs (importing data, calculations)
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■■

Open positions
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cal user interface. All user actions on the

■■

P&L

other communications (GUI, reporting) are
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■■

Hedges
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■■

Value-at-risk/Profit-at-risk
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■■

Credit risk
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■■
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■■

Temperature and profile risk
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■■
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Applied Methods
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■■
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1 Overview of the several
software components.

■■

Graphical User Interface (GUI): The

The flexible software archi-

graphical user interface is main client-side

tecture also allows for the
integration of single components

